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A monotone grid class is a permutation class (i.e., a downset of

permutations under the containment order) defined by local mono-

tonicity conditions. We give a simplified proof of a result of Mur-

phy and Vatter that monotone grid classes of forests are partially

well-ordered.

1. INTRODUCTION

The permutation π of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} contains the permutation σ of [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k}
(written σ ≤ π) if π has a subsequence of length k order isomorphic to σ. For example,
π = 391867452 (written in list, or one-line notation) contains σ = 51342, as can be seen
by considering the subsequence 91672 (= π(2), π(3), π(5), π(6), π(9)). A permutation class is
a downset of permutations under this order; thus if C is a permutation class, π ∈ C, and
σ ≤ π, then σ ∈ C. Our interest here is in particular permutation classes called monotone
grid classes.

Given a permutation π of length n and sets X,Y ⊆ [n], we write π(X × Y ) for the
permutation that is order isomorphic to the subsequence of π with indices from X and
values in Y . For example, to compute 136854792([5, 9]×[1, 5]) we consider the subsequence
of entries in indices 5 through 9, 54792, which have values between 1 and 5; in this case the
subsequence is 542, so 136854792([5, 9] × [1, 5]) = 321.
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Figure 1: The cell (left) and row-column (center) graph of the matrix

(

1 1
1 −1

)

,

and, on the right, a gridding of the permutation 136854792 for this matrix; the column
divisions are c1, c2, c3, c4 = 1, 3, 5, 10 while the row divisions are r1, r2, r3 = 1, 6, 10.
Here and in what follows, we suppress 0 entries from our matrices, and in the row-
column graph in the center, denote positive edges by solid lines and negative edges
by dashed lines.

Suppose that M is a t × u matrix† whose entries lie in {0,±1}. An M-gridding of the
permutation π of length n is a pair of sequences 1 = c1 ≤ · · · ≤ ct+1 = n + 1 (the column
divisions) and 1 = r1 ≤ · · · ≤ ru+1 = n + 1 (the row divisions) such that π([ck, ck+1) ×
[rℓ, rℓ+1)) is increasing if Mk,ℓ = 1, decreasing if Mk,ℓ = −1, and empty if Mk,ℓ = 0. We
refer to a permutation together with an M-gridding as an M-gridded permutation. Figure 1
shows an example.

The grid class of M, written Grid(M), consists of all permutations which possess an M-
gridding. Here we have simply defined monotone grid classes; Brignall [1] and Vatter [5]
study more general grid classes.

Monotone grid classes were introduced to study infinite antichains of permutations.
Recall that a poset is said to be partially well-ordered (pwo) if it contains neither an infinite
strictly descending chain (which no permutation class can contain) nor an infinite antichain
(a set of pairwise incomparable elements). The pwo properties of a monotone grid class
are determined by a certain bipartite graph; the row-column graph of a t×u matrix M is the
bipartite graph on the vertices x1, . . . , xt, y1, . . . , yu where xi ∼ yj if and only if Mi,j 6= 0.

Theorem 1.1 (Murphy and Vatter [4]). For a 0/±1 matrix M, Grid(M) is pwo if and only if
the row-column graph of M is a forest.

In Section 3 we give a streamlined proof of half of Theorem 1.1, showing that Grid(M)
is pwo whenever the row-column graph of M is a forest.

It is often more intuitive to consider a different graph, the cell graph of M. This is the
graph on the vertices {(i, j) : Mi,j 6= ∅} in which (i, j) ∼ (k, ℓ) if (i, j) and (k, ℓ) share a
row or a column and there are no nonzero cells between them in this row or column. We
label the vertex (k, ℓ) in this graph by the entry Mk,ℓ. Figure 1 shows the cell graph of a
matrix. The distinction between cell and row-column graphs does not affect Theorem 1.1:

†In order for the cells of a matrix to line up with the corresponding sections in a gridded permutation,
we index matrices beginning from the lower left-hand corner and we reverse the rows and columns, so M3,2

denotes for us the entry of M in the 3rd column from the left and 2nd row from the bottom. Therefore, a t× u

matrix, for our purposes, has t columns and u rows.
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Proposition 1.2. The row-column graph of the 0/±1 matrix M is a forest if and only if the cell
graph of M is a forest.

Proof. Consider a cycle xk1 ∼ yℓ1 ∼ · · · ∼ xkm ∼ yℓm ∼ xk1 in the row-column graph of
M (as this graph is bipartite, such a cycle must be of even length and alternate between x
and y vertices). By definition, this means that Mk1,ℓ1 , . . . ,Mkm,ℓm,Mk1,ℓm 6= 0. This does
not necessarily mean that (k1, ℓ1) ∼ · · · ∼ (km, ℓm) ∼ (k1, ℓm) ∼ (k1, ℓ1) in the cell graph,
because there may be nonempty cells in between these cells, but by including these cells
we find a cycle in the cell graph of M. In the other direction, such cells may similarly be
removed.

2. PARTIAL MULTIPLICATION MATRICES

We say that the t × u 0/±1 matrix M is a partial multiplication matrix if we can choose row
signs r1, . . . , ru ∈ {±1} and column signs c1, . . . , ct ∈ {±1} such that for all cells (k, ℓ) ∈
[t]× [u], Mk,ℓ is equal to either ckrℓ or 0. Because there is a unique path between every two
vertices of a tree, M is a partial multiplication matrix whenever GM is a forest.

In order to characterize all the partial multiplication matrices, we need to make a def-
inition. A cycle xk1 ∼ yℓ1 ∼ · · · ∼ xkm ∼ yℓm ∼ xk1 in the row-column graph of the 0/±1
matrix M is positive (resp., negative) if Mk1,ℓ1Mk2,ℓ1Mk2,ℓ2 · · ·Mkm,ℓmMk1,ℓm = 1 (resp.,
−1).

Proposition 2.1. The 0/±1 matrix M can be expressed as a partial multiplication matrix if and
only if its row-column graph contains no negative cycles.

Proof. Suppose first that M is a partial multiplication matrix with respect to the row signs
r1, . . . , ru and column signs c1, . . . , ct and consider a cycle xk1 ∼ yℓ1 ∼ · · · ∼ xkm ∼ yℓm ∼
xk1 in its row-column graph. The parity of this cycle is

Mk1,ℓ1Mk2,ℓ1Mk2,ℓ2 · · ·Mkm,ℓmMk1,ℓm = (ck1rℓ1)(ck2rℓ1)(ck2rℓ2) · · · (ckmrkm)(ck1rℓm),

= c2k1r
2
ℓ1
c2k2r

2
ℓ2
· · · c2kmr

2
ℓm

,

= 1,

as desired.
For the other direction, suppose that M is a t×u 0/±1 matrix whose row-column graph

contains only cycles of positive sign. This ensures that any two disjoint paths between two
vertices have the same sign, from which it follows that any two paths between two vertices
have the same sign. It suffices to prove the claim for every connected component of the
row-column graph of M, so we assume that the row-column graph of M is connected.

For each k ∈ [t], let ck denote the sign of any (and hence every) path from x1 to xk, and
for each ℓ ∈ [u], let rℓ denote the sign of any path from x1 to yℓ. Since we have observed that
any two paths from x1 to another vertex have the same sign, ck and rℓ are well-defined. It
remains only to show that Mk,ℓ = ckrℓ if Mk,ℓ 6= 0. Take any path from x1 to xk (which has
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sign ck). If Mk,ℓ 6= 0, then xk ∼ yℓ in the row-column graph of M, so we may extend this
path to xℓ. The sign of the resulting path is rℓ by definition, so rℓ = ckMk,ℓ, which shows
that ckrℓ = c2kMk,ℓ = Mk,ℓ.

3. ORDER-PRESERVING MAPS AND PARTIAL WELL-ORDER

We phrase our proof that monotone grid classes of forests are pwo in the language of order
preserving maps; recall that the map ϕ : P → Q is order-preserving if x ≤ y in P implies
that ϕ(x) ≤ ϕ(y). By the following observation, partial well-order is preserved by onto
order-preserving maps.

Proposition 3.1. Let P and Q be posets. If ϕ : P → Q is order-preserving and onto and P is pwo,
then Q is pwo as well.

Proof. Consider any antichain A ⊆ Q. As ϕ is onto, we may choose a pre-image for each
a ∈ A. Since A is an antichain, the chosen pre-images must also form an antichain. There-
fore A must be finite because P is pwo. It follows similarly that Q has no infinite strictly
descending chain, so Q is pwo.

In this note, we apply Proposition 3.1 to maps from subword orders to permutation
classes. Recall that given an alphabet Σ, the subword order (or, scattered subword order or
subsequence order) on the set Σ∗ of all words (i.e., sequences) over Σ is defined by v ≤ w if
v occurs as a not-necessarily-contiguous subword (i.e., subsequence) of w. The following
result is due originally to Higman [3] but has been rediscovered many times since.

Higman’s Theorem. Let Σ be a finite alphabet. Under the subword order, Σ∗ is pwo.

Now suppose that M is a partial multiplication matrix with column signs c1, . . . , ct
and row signs r1, . . . , ru, and let Σ = {(k, ℓ) : Mk,ℓ 6= 0}. We aim to define a map ϕ :
Σ∗ → Grid(M), by describing how to create an M-gridded permutation, ϕ(w), for each
word w ∈ Σ∗, in which the letter (k, ℓ) corresponds to an entry in the (k, ℓ) cell. In order
to build this permutation, we read w from left to right, inserting the entries in column k
from left-to-right if ck = 1 and from right-to-left if ck = −1, while inserting the entries in
row ℓ from bottom-to-top if rℓ = 1 and from top-to-bottom if rℓ = −1. The following chart
summarizes the insertion procedure.

ck rℓ order of insertion

1 1 left-to-right and bottom-to-top
1 −1 left-to-right and top-to-bottom

−1 1 right-to-left and bottom-to-top
−1 −1 right-to-left and top-to-bottom

Note that the entries inserted into the cell (k, ℓ) are increasing if Mk,ℓ = 1 and decreasing
if Mk,ℓ = −1.
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Proposition 3.2. The map ϕ : Σ∗ → Grid(M) is order-preserving.

Proof. It is clear that by deleting a letter of w ∈ Σ∗ we obtain a (gridded) permutation
strictly contained in ϕ(w), as desired.

While we have defined ϕ for all partial multiplication matrices, it cannot be onto when
M is not a forest, because then Grid(M) contains an infinite antichain. However, as we
show next, it is onto otherwise.

Proposition 3.3. If the row-column graph of M is a forest then the map ϕ : Σ∗ → Grid(M) is
onto.

Proof. Suppose that the row-column graph of the t × u 0/±1 matrix M is a forest. Since
this implies that M is a partial multiplication matrix, we may select row and column signs
c1, . . . , ct and r1, . . . , ru for M. Now take π ∈ Grid(M) of length n.

We would like to describe a word w ∈ Σ∗ such that ϕ(w) = π. We begin by fixing an
M-gridding of π and, for each k ∈ [t], we define the linear column order ≤col

k on the entries
of π in column k by

π(i) ≤col
k π(j) ⇐⇒

{

i ≤ j if ck = 1, or
i ≥ j if ck = −1

In other words, π(i) ≤col
k π(j) if the letter corresponding to π(i) should occur before the

letter corresponding to π(j) in our construction of ϕ(w). Similarly, for each ℓ ∈ [u], we
define the linear row order ≤row

ℓ on the entries of π in row ℓ by

π(i) ≤row
ℓ π(j) ⇐⇒

{

π(i) ≤ π(j) if rℓ = 1, or
π(i) ≥ π(j) if rℓ = −1

Recall that a set of linear orders is consistent if their union forms a poset, which occurs
if and only if their union does not contain a cycle. Clearly the union of row and column
orders just described cannot have a cycle of length two: having both π(i) ≤col

k π(j) and
π(j) ≤row

ℓ π(i) would contradict the fact that M is a partial multiplication matrix. Thus we
need only worry about longer cycles. If π(h) ≤col

k π(i) ≤row
ℓ π(j) or π(h) ≤row

ℓ π(i) ≤col
k π(j)

then Mk,ℓ 6= 0. Therefore, if the union of these linear orders contains a cycle of length
greater than two then the row-column graph of M must contain a cycle, a contradiction.

Because the union of row and column orders is consistent, this union has a linear ex-
tension, say π(i1) ≤∗ π(i2) ≤∗ · · · ≤∗ π(in). The word w ∈ Σ∗ in which the jth letter is
equal to the cell of π(ij) satisfies ϕ(w) = π, verifying that ϕ is onto.

Corollary 3.4. If the row-column graph of M is a forest, then Grid(M) is pwo.

Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 3.1–3.3 and Higman’s Theorem.
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5 ≤row

1 4 ≤row

1 3 ≤row

1 2 ≤row

1 1,

6 ≤row

2 7 ≤row

2 8 ≤row

2 9,

3 ≤col

1 1,

6 ≤col

2 8,

5 ≤col

3 4 ≤col

3 7 ≤col

3 9 ≤col

3 2.

1

2

9

3 8

7

4 6

5

Figure 2: On the left, the row and column orders for the gridding of the permutation
136854792 shown in Figure 1, on the right, Hasse diagram of the union of these orders.

4. AN EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate our proof of Proposition 3.3, we describe the map

ϕ : {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 1), (3, 2)}∗ → Grid

(

1 1
1 −1

)

and show that the gridding of the permutation 136854792 shown in Figure 1 lies in the
image of this map. There are two possible choices of row and column signs for this matrix;
choosing r1 = −1, r2 = 1, c1 = −1, c2 = c3 = 1 allows us to describe ϕ recursively by the
following rules:

• upon reading a (1, 1), insert a new minimum element to the left of π,

• upon reading a (2, 2), insert a new maximum element before all entries correspond-
ing to (3, 1)s and (3, 2)s,

• upon reading a (3, 1), insert a new minimum element to the right of π,

• upon reading a (3, 2), insert a new maximum element to the right of π.

In order to construct a word which maps to the gridding of 136854792 shown in Fig-
ure 1, we begin by constructing the row and column orders. For example, because r1 = −1,
the first row order (≤row

1 ) records the entries in the first row (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) from top-to-
botton. All five such row and column orders are shown on the left of Figure 2. Because we
began with an acyclic matrix, we are guaranteed that the union of these orders is consis-
tent; this union is depicted on the right of Figure 2. Finally, in order to construct a word
which is mapped to this permutation, we may choose any linear extension of this poset.
By choosing the linear extension

5 ≤∗ 4 ≤∗ 6 ≤∗ 7 ≤∗ 3 ≤∗ 8 ≤∗ 9 ≤∗ 2 ≤∗ 1
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and recording the cells of each of these entries, we obtain the word

(3, 1) (3, 1) (2, 2) (3, 2) (1, 1) (2, 2) (3, 2) (3, 1) (1, 1).

5. CONCLUSION

The main result of this note is the existence of order-preserving maps from subword posets
to monotone grid classes of partial multiplication matrices. For monotone grid classes of
forests, we have shown that these map are onto, therefore giving a new proof that these
permutation classes are partially well-ordered. One of the more intriguing questions aris-
ing from this work is how far similar approaches could be extended:

Question 5.1. For which permutation classes C does there exist an onto order-preserving map
ϕ : Σ∗ → C for some finite alphabet Σ?

Let us say that such classes are subword-like. While all monotone grid classes of forests
are subword-like, there are other subword-like classes. Two such examples are the class
of permutations that can be drawn on a circle, studied by Vatter and Waton [6], and the
permutations that can be drawn on an X, examined by Elizalde [2].
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